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Getting Started Guidance
The New Awakening Process
Copyright © 2016 by Robert Bourne

You have permission to copy this getting started guide
Share this support guide about the
New Awakening Process and Gentle Touch Practice
with everyone you know
Spread the word with your family and friends
about this exciting new process.

Gentle Touch Practice
Gentle Touch will awaken your True-self

New Awakening Community Support Groups
You now have a copy of
The New Awakening Process
This means you can hold the following key practice groups
Reiki Healing Share Group
Sacred Mantra Chanting Group
Gentle Touch True-self Awakening Group

www.new-awakening.com

Thank you for taking part

GENTLE TOUCH

www.new-awakening.com

LOVE & PURE AWARENESS

The Download Help Guide for the New Awakening Process
The complete download with its eight modules has been organised in three separate
folders plus a checklist and help guide folder so you can see what each module contains
and how to work through the process.

Please note the download link will expire in 2-3 days
Download Folder Name

Download Size

Time to download

New Awakening Process

1.78 GB

5-20mins depending on broadband speed

DO NOT DO ANYTHING WHEN THE DOWNLOAD HAS STARTED
The Direct Download Process in one click
1. Click on the link you have or paste it into your web browser.
This will take you to the dropbox main folder called New Awakening Process waiting for
you to download it.

2. You can download the complete process in one direct download. Do not use ‘Sign in’ to
your Dropbox account but use the ‘Download’ option and select Direct Download

www.new-awakening.com
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The following screenshot shows the size of the successful download. I was patient during
the download which took 15 mins. I did not do anything on my iMac until it had completed.

When this download is complete you have finished on Dropbox
Go to your download folder on your computer and copy and paste the download to your
main file area. You will find that all the modules have been perfectly organised for easy
use when you come to study them.
Enjoy and blessings of love
Robert Bourne
New Awakening Process Creator
Note: You will be able to add the audio CDs to your music player. Ask a friend to help if you
are now scratching your head.

www.new-awakening.com
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Creating Abundance Download Checklist
The following is a checklist of all the contents of the Creating Abundance course.

New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘Personal Fulfilment’ and you will see another folder called ‘Creating
Abundance’. Then you see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

Pdfs are in the main folder called ‘Creating Abundance’
•
•
•

The Excellent You.pdf
The Excellent You CPD.pdf
How to Meditate.pdf

The following Mp3 tutorials are in folder called ‘Creating Abundance Audios’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01-New Awakening Introduction.mp3
02-Course Overview.mp3
03-Creating Excellence.mp3
04-How the Mind Works.mp3
05-How We Limit Ourselves.mp3
06-Structuring Positive Suggestions.mp3
07-Making Personal Change.mp3
08-The Review.mp3
09-Self Confidence Suggestion.mp3

The following Mp3 tutorials are in the folder called ‘Meditation’
•
•

10-How to use Meditation.mp3
11-Guided Meditation.mp3

www.new-awakening.com

Love and Relationships Download Checklist
The following is a checklist of all the contents of Love and Relationships course.

New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘Personal Fulfilment’ and you will see another folder called ‘Love and
Relationships’. Then you see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

Pdfs are in the main folder called ‘Love and Relationships’
•
•
•
•
•

Love and Relationships Download checklist pdf
Love and Relationships pdf
Love and Relationships CPD pdf
The Seekers Guide Introduction to Oneness Love pdf
Vedic Chakra Relationships pdf

Mp3s are in the sub folder called ‘L & R Audios’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01-New Awakening Introduction.mp3
02-About Love.mp3
03-Ten Guidelines.mp3
04-Emotional Stability.mp3
05-Krishna Consciousness.mp3
06-Keep a Spiritual Journal.mp3
07-Love and Fear.mp3
08-Three Special Secrets.mp3
09-Emotional Freedom Solution.mp3
10-Freeing Sexual Blocks.mp3
11-Gratitude Centres You in Love.mp3
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New Awakening Reiki First Degree Contents
The following is a checklist of all the contents of the Reiki First Degree course.

New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘Personal Fulfilment’ and you will see another folder called ‘Reiki 1st
Degree’. Then you see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

Pdfs are in the main folder called ‘Reiki 1st Degree’
•
•

Reiki Healing First Degree.pdf
CPD Letter Reiki 1.pdf

Mp4 Video is in the sub folder called ‘Attunement Video’
•

1st Degree Distant Attunement.mp4

Mp3 Tutorials are in the sub folder called ‘Audio Tutorials’

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01-New Awakening Introduction.mp3
02-The Attunement.mp3
03-About Healing.mp3
04-Reiki History.mp3
05-Self Healing.mp3
06-Healing Others.mp3
07-Aura Scanning.mp3
08-Chakra Aﬃrmations.mp3
09-Your 21 Day Journal.mp3

Mp3 music is in the sub folder called ‘Music’

•

Reiki music with 3 min bells.mp3

Mp4 Tutorial Videos are in the sub folder called ‘Treatment Videos’

•
•
•
•
•

Part 1 Healing Treatment starts on a chair.mp4
Part 2 Healing the back of the body.mp4
Part 3 Healing the front of the body.mp4
Full Reiki Healing Treatment on a Chair.mp4
Scanning the Aura with Reiki Healing.mp4
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New Awakening Reiki Second Degree Contents
The following is a checklist of all the contents of the Reiki Second Degree course.

New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘Soul Evolution’ and you will see another folder called ‘Reiki 2nd
Degree’. Then you see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

Pdfs are in the main folder called ‘Reiki 2nd Degree’
•
•

CPD Letter Reiki 2.pdf
Reiki Healing Second Degree.pdf

Mp3 audio tutorials are in the sub folder called ‘Audio Tutorials’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01-New Awakening Introduction.mp3
02-Reiki Second Degree.mp3
03-Deeper Principles of Reiki.mp3
04-Spiritual Journal and Practices.mp3
05-Cho Ku Rei.mp3
06-Sei He Ki.mp3
07-The Emotional Body.mp3
08-Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen.mp3
09-Distant Healing.mp3
10-Symbol Overview.mp3
11-Activating the Energy.mp3
12-Advanced Healing Methods.mp3
13-Manifesting.mp3
14-The Right Attitude for Professional Practice.mp3
15-Practicalities of Professional Practice.mp3

Mp3 music is in the sub folder called ‘Music’
•

16-Reiki Music Universal Light.mp3

Practice Support forms are in a folder called ‘Reiki Help Forms’
•
•
•
•
•

Client Contract Code of Care.pdf
Parental Guardian's consent.pdf
Reiki Client Record.pdf
Reiki Treatment Disclaimer.pdf
Reiki Treatment Form.pdf

Mp4 Attunement video is in the sub folder called ‘Video’
•

2nd Degree Distant Attunement.mp4
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New Awakening ‘Reiki Master’ Contents
The following is a checklist of all the contents of your Reiki Master/Teacher degree course.

New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘Soul Evolution’ and you will see another folder called ‘Reiki Master’.
You see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

The manual and CPD letter is in the main folder called ‘Reiki Master’
•
•

The Reiki Master Teacher Manual.pdf
CPD Letter Reiki 3.pdf

The .Mp4 attunement video is in a sub folder and called ‘Attunement Video’
• 3rd Degree Distant Attunement.mp4
The audio tutorials files are in a sub folder and called ‘Audio Tutorials’

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01-New Awakening Introduction.mp3
02-Reiki Master 3rd Degree.mp3
03-Become a Better Healer.mp3
04-Reiki Degrees Overview.mp3
05-The Masters Symbol.mp3
06-Loving Kindness Meditation.mp3
07-The Lotus Sutra.mp3
08-Practising The Lotus Sutra.mp3
09-The Mantra.mp3
10-Ichinen Sanzen.mp3
11-The Ten worlds.mp3
12-The Ten Factors.mp3
13-The Three Realms of Existence.mp3

The .Mp4 tutorial videos in a sub folder called ‘Teaching Videos’
• Teaching the 1st Degree Attunement.mp4
• Teaching the 2nd Degree Attunement.mp4
• Teaching the 3rd Degree Attunement.mp4
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Sat Guru Practice Mp3 Contents
The following is a checklist of all the contents of Sat Guru Sacred Mantra Practice.

New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘Soul Evolution’ and you will see another folder called ‘Sat Guru’.
Then you see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

Mp3 Mantras are in the main folder called ‘Sat Guru’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01 Ong Namo.mp3
02 Gobinda Gobinda Hari Hari.mp3
03 Homage to Krishna.mp3
04 Gayatri Mantra.mp3
05 Resting and Listening.mp3
06 Sita Ram.mp3
07 Om Namah Shivaya.mp3
08 Eg Ong Kar Sat Nam.mp3
09 Brahma Nandam.mp3
10 Long Time Sun.mp3

Pdfs are in the sub folder called ‘Lyrics and Definitions’
•
•
•
•

How to use this CD.pdf
Sat Guru Mantra Definitions.pdf
Sat Guru Mantra Lyrics.pdf
Satsang Mantras in Colour.pdf
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The Gateway to Enlightenment Download Checklist
The following is a checklist of all the contents of The Gateway to Enlightenment course.

New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘Soul Evolution’ and you will see another folder called ‘The Gateway to
Enlightenment’. Then you see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

Pdfs are in the main folder called ‘Gateway to Enlightenment’
•
•
•

The Gateway to Enlightenment.pdf
The Gateway to Enlightenment CPD.pdf
Meditation for Enlightenment.pdf

The Mp3 tutorials are in the sub folder called ‘G to E Audios’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

01-New Awakening Introduction.mp3
02-The Lotus Sutra.mp3
03-Practising The Lotus Sutra.mp3
04-Chanting The Mantra.mp3
05-Religion Spirituality and Mysticism.mp3
06-The Universal Mind.mp3
07-The Vedantic Yogic Hindu View.mp3
08-The Buddhist View.mp3
09-States of Awareness.mp3
10-Quantum Mechanical Universe.mp3
11-Vedic View of our Total Being.mp3
12-Overview.mp3
13-Key Points.mp3
14-The Spiritual Laws.mp3
15-Universal Workings.mp3
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Gentle Touch Practice Contents
New Awakening Process
Look inside the folder called ‘True Self Awakening’ and you will see another folder called ‘Gentle
Touch’. You see the files have been directly download into this new folder as below:

The 4 Books are in the main folder called ‘Gentle Touch’
Awakening Guidance.pdf
Gentle Touch Practice.pdf
Sri Ramana Self-enquiry Teachings.pdf
The Lotus Sutra Explained.pdf
Audio Mp3 audios are in the sub folder called ‘Mantras’
01
02
03
04

Om Namo Bhagavate.mp3
Listening Bhagavate.mp3
Moola Mantra.mp3
Divine Presence Integration.mp3

The Mp3 audio tutorials are in the sub folder called ‘Audio Book’
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Overview.mp3
Introduction.mp3
Three Bodies.mp3
Equality.mp3
Liberation.mp3
Ancestors.mp3
Lifes Purpose.mp3
Beliefs.mp3
Wealth Abundance.mp3
Pure Awareness.mp3
Mooji.mp3
God.mp3
Relationships.mp3
Sex.mp3
Love.mp3
Uniqueness.mp3
Follow Your Heart.mp3
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Before starting the Process
Read this information
There is an incredible opportunity for mankind to raise its collective consciousness.
The world governments are playing a game of chess and have left themselves open
to transferring power back to the people!!! Now is the time to share this opportunity
because if enough people take part in this Process it WILL transform our Planet.
Please share this with your friends and family. Post it on your facebook timeline etc

Together we can make it happen!
Your role is now critical for this transformational opportunity
When I wrote this page I did so because of the outbreak of the Coronavirus. This
situation is an opportunity for this Process to flourish in the world and thereby
help raise mankind’s consciousness to a higher level of vibrational frequency. Doing
this will unleash new and repressed technological discoveries, provide new solutions
for free energy supplies, cars will run on water, better nutritional supplies and new
sustainable economic models of living will emerge that consider the many and not
the few. This is the flowering of Love in Action within our society.

Why is it important to introduce others to this process?
Just learning the ability to heal makes this process worth sharing with others.
Learning to heal introduces pure compassionate love into the energy system of the
body and will have the effect of boosting the immune response to any virus entering
into the body. Because of peoples busy lives with work and family they previously
have not had the time to devote to the spiritual aspect of their lives. Because people
now are having to stay at home they now have the time and motivation to learn this
process.
By helping others to awaken from their limited understanding (often referred to as
living within the box of personal ancestral DNA, social limitations and conditioning)
they will then no longer become controlled by those who wish to condition and
redirect their lives for their own benefit.
This brings a new form of liberation to mankind resulting in a new society emerging
from this collective transformation.
This is something many in the spiritual
community have known about and have been desiring for many years.

There has never been a better time to
Promote this Process
GENTLE TOUCH
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Starting a support group is therefore vitally important
One main consideration you need to make is whether you want to start a spiritual
support group with a few friends or create a larger spiritual community.
This point is very important and to get the very best from this process it is advisable
to immediately start a support group with others you know who also want to work
through the Process. I say this for two reasons; one, because I have given this
process Free therefore I will not be available to answer your many questions which
will emerge. The Divine has guided me to create this in such a way that I am not
required to support you in this way. The Process contains all the answers you will
ever need to awaken to your True-self and for your understanding about what is
happening in the experiences you will be having.
We all need support and how wonderful it is when you get those Ah-ha moments to
have someone to share them with. A support group is the perfect solution for this.
The Divine will work through the group when a question is asked and someone will
be able to help. You could start by creating an invitation only Facebook group.
There are also many other ready made solutions for this type of group sharing.

About the New Awakening Support Group
New Awakening is a new form of Spiritual Community
This is a new form of heartfelt support community whereby there are no leaders or
organisation. It is the members who will be running the support groups themselves
with no top-down control. All the New Awakening Process events are run by the
members with love and compassion.
The core foundation Truth of Gentle Touch is that we are all spiritually enlightened
now, therefore once we come together and connect to the oneness body of
unconditional love; the pure light of awareness will guide us to flower uniquely.
The New Awakening objective is in creating as much value in society as possible
through the development of people. When people change through personally
awakening to love the world and the natural environment also change.

Anyone can run a New Awakening Support Group
If after joining in with us you would like to run a ‘New Awakening Support Group’ it is
simple, just use the material provided to you in the 'New Awakening Process' and get
together with a few friends. This can be in any form you like such as; a coffee
morning chat and share, or any of our spiritual practice groups, a Reiki Share group,
a Sat Guru sacred mantra group, a Gentle Touch practice group etc; it is up to you.
You may of course just prefer to work through the process on your own and that is
fine.

GENTLE TOUCH
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You could create a Spiritual Community
After creating the New Awakening Process the Divine asked me to share this
process with the world. My role is now complete. I am now offering you the
opportunity to form a community to share this with others.

You are not required to teach or become a leader
Remember to have fun as there is nothing to teach because all in a group will
also be working through the New Awakening Process which contains all the
teachings you could ever need. When creating a New Awakening support community
you do not have to run the groups, others you know may prefer to do this. Some
people prefer to hold groups others prefer to organise and support. A flexible
approach is best. This is not the conventional teaching-leader role as it is more
about sharing, supporting and practicing together.
I am happy for you to add this process to any groups that you may already run. In
fact if you already hold a group and would like to hold more, then this opportunity is
perfect for you as it is ready made.

Guidance to help you work through
The New Awakening Process
What happens when you are working through the New Awakening Process is that it
will trigger many things for you. For example the modules created for Personal
Fulfilment are designed to create the best life experience as a separate person. You
will discover that the approach in the True-self module will contradict a lot of what is
taught in the foundation modules. Both are important for self-realisation.
I have left no stone unturned in providing answers to seeking questions including
practices to provide direct experiences for each stage of evolution. Therefore I do not
comment upon individual experiences because they are just that, unique and
individual. My support is to guide you to discover your inner Divine Timeless Eternal
Self and it is this which will guide you through the modules within this spiritual
process for your unique awakening.

How to Share Your Experiences
My advice for you is to keep a journal and write down anything that is triggered in
you. Work through all eight modules reading all the supporting material as you go,
take your time and most importantly carry out the practices to have your own
realisation of what is being shared, then you will discover that all of the questions in
your journal will have been answered by the time you have completed the whole
process.

GENTLE TOUCH
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Reiki Masters and Spiritual Teachers

Wholesale prices for manuals used in your training
There are only four books in print now that relate to the New Awakening Process.
The three Reiki Manuals plus ‘Living from Love’ which is the manual and guidance
for the Gentle Touch Practice. Please contact me if you would like to use my books
for your students or friends as I can offer you a wholesale price. You can then
supply manuals and books in conjunction with groups and training courses you hold.
All other books in the process have been updated and are no longer in print. This is
why if you are running a support group it is best if you ask each member of your
group to download the complete process directly from my website so they have a
copy of everything that it contains.
All the teachings in the New Awakening Process are free of charge therefore you are
not able to resell them. However if you are a Reiki Master or Spiritual Teacher you
can make charges for any Reiki training courses you run. Without infringement on
copyright you may also charge a fee to cover your costs for those attending any New
Awakening Support Groups.
This is an exciting time for you and I know the Divine is guiding you. I will also be
supporting you if you wish to run a support group or spiritual community. Once you
are up and running I can offer you a training session regarding the Gentle Touch
Practice because this does not exist in the world historically.
When Gentle Touch was launched about 30 members tried it and got fantastic
results, one lady who works with Angels said she was told that this teaching will
transform the world.
You will discover that Living from Love is the final step in the awakening process.
Those who can channel Reiki will find it easy to experience the connection to the
Presence of Love. The key is knowing how to live from the Presence and not the
personality. I have seen many awaken to the presence but then loose it again
though not knowing how to surrender. This is what is different from any other
processes I know as they don’t guide in how to live from Divine Presence.
There is a difference in the energy of the Presence. Reiki comes from the Presence
as the healing aspect and does not change the egoic mind. In Awakening to Love
the Presence takes over your karmic body and transforms your attachments
enabling you to live in the freedom of your True-Divine-Self.

GENTLE TOUCH
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Start a Support Group
It is only natural for you to want to share
your experiences with another therefore.....
This leads to the final guidance from the
Divine, which is that you need to start a
New Awakening Process support group or
New Awakening Spiritual Community. This
way you will have personal support and be
able to help others also work through this
amazing process.
Enjoy and blessings of love
Robert Bourne
New Awakening Process Creator

GENTLE TOUCH
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Achieving Oneness with your True-Self ?
The whole problem is that we do not know what we really are!
The table below shows that there are three problems which cause this veiling of your
True-self through the mind miss-identifying with what and who you are. All spiritual
practices have been created to bring you closer to, or give you glimpses of and
awaken you to your True-self. Because you are a unique individual you will know
what spiritual practice within the New Awakening Process will bring about your
evolution. The table below has been created from enlightened spiritual masters who
know what our problems are and have pointed us to practices and teachings to bring
about the release from the limitations we are now living from as a separate person.

Problem

Solution

Method

Impure Mind

Pure Mind

Unselfish Action

Scattered mind

Concentrated mind

Meditation or Mantra

Misconceptions

Knowledge

What or who I really Am

You only require spiritual development practices in the area where your veiling from
your True-self exists. For example if you have developed a pure mind it is obvious
there is no need to carry what is known as Karma Yoga - unselfish action towards
others in daily life. This is because your mind is already in this state of being and
you are naturally unselfish by nature.
However it could be that through the helping of others before yourself your mind has
become attached to the outcome, therefore your mind being entangled with others is
being held in lower states of consciousness and is prevented you from realising your
True-self. In this situation non-attachment to outcome has to be practiced.
To develop a concentrated mind which is required for realising the self, Reiki healing,
meditation or chanting sacred mantras will be the solution. The sacred mantras in
the Sat Guru practice is for those who want a loving devotional practice through
worship and surrender of the egoic-self. These practices will bring about more
Divine Light in the karmic mind; therefore resulting in transforming the mind into a
higher state of consciousness.

GENTLE TOUCH
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If you prefer to practice meditation the method included in the Excellent You is
Vipassana, which is a simple method of watching the breath to slow down the mind
in line with slow deep breathing. Doing this simple exercise will centre you in the
now, focusing the mind into a single-minded state. Reiki healing is a form of no-mind
surrender of the ego to a state of pure loving presence, this is also a meditation.
I personally believe that a combination of all three approaches are required until the
awakening to your True-self occurs.
Dry knowledge alone will bring about
enlightenment, however it can be lacking in love. I therefore recommend studying
the knowledge to remove the misconception and false conditioning about who and
what you are and combine this with any devotional practice, you will then feel the
love and bliss of your Divine-self.
The Sat Guru sacred mantra and the Reiki healing practices, which are love and
devotion, surrender and worship, will evolve your life by transforming the lower
consciousness within the karmic body/mind into a higher consciousness. The karmic
body/mind then becomes radiant with Divine Light. This will bring illumination into
your life as a direct experience.
Because the mind requires understanding spiritual practices without enlightened
knowledge tend to create illusion as I have experienced with the many Reiki Masters
and leaders of spiritual practices I have met along the path. I am not against these
people it is just a Truth I have witnessed.
The reason for this makes sense if you understand the process the mind goes
through when having spiritual experiences. To make meaning of the experience
rationalisation needs to be given to them by the mind of the person. Instead of the
experience being held in the Pure-Awareness-Self, past spiritual beliefs within the
karmic mind of the spiritual practitioner are then drawn upon which are often only
partial truths, therefore the mind is once again held in illusion.
Because oneness has not been achieved there is still a separation existing i.e. a now
spiritualised egoic person with their spiritual practice trying to become enlightened.
To overcome this problem the Gentle Touch Practice combines Pure Awareness with
loving devotion revealing the Truth of who and what you really are. Meditation is no
longer required as a practice because you will experience your life in a natural
unthinking mind of Pure Awareness; this is simply resting in your true-self being
which is a natural meditation in itself.

The Three Spiritual Paths are only a Preparation
Within the Eastern Mystical Indian traditions the enlightened Guru will say you are
already the True-self but their followers did not understand this, therefore the
practice of Yoga was created to mature the mind to come to this awakening. The
three paths they taught were Karma Yoga - unselfish action, Bhakti Yoga - meditation
GENTLE TOUCH
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and sacred mantra practices, and Raga Yoga - achieving self-mastery. All of these
practices are contained in New Awakening Process in a modern form.
There will also become a time when there is no person to become the doer because
only existing is your True-self. And it is this which will flower into existence through
your body.
You will be able to function perfectly in daily life living naturally,
automatically there is happiness, love and contentment. Wisdom what to do with
your life will naturally arise from the inner state of Pure Awareness as and when it is
required. Everything becomes a sense of freedom even though you will be living in
the constraints of societies laws etc.
Your daily life experience will be transformed by the aura of a natural love presence
which arises in this natural True-self Being-ness. The final realisation will be ‘I am
the Divine-self’ with the mind returning to the Divine heart; oneness with the True-self
as Sat Chit Ananda. In truth you are already this, however the mind is covering
what you are and it this situation you are going to solve with the New Awakening
Process.

The Three Stages of a Human Being’s Spiritual Development
The New Awakening Process contains eight development courses for all the three
stages of evolution which all human-beings go through.
• Stage 1 is about the development of your personality to achieve your full potential
• Stage 2 is about your spiritual development - creating a higher spiritual soul vibration
• Stage 3 is about transforming the soul into a spiritual being, living life from Divine love

The table above shows what each module relates to
in terms of your spiritual evolution
Stage One is Personal Fulfilment
Reiki Healing First Degree
Creating Abundance for The Excellent You
Love and Relationships

Stage Two is Soul Evolution
Sat Guru Sacred Mantra Practice
Reiki Healing Second Degree
The Gateway to Enlightenment
Reiki Master Teacher

Stage Three is True Self Awakening
Gentle Touch Practice

GENTLE TOUCH
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What pathway should I study first?
You are reading this because you have just download the New Awakening Process
for your Spiritual Evolution or Self-enquiry to awaken your True-self. I have provided
this background help section so you can gain a deeper understanding about all of
the eight multimedia courses I have created. You will discover how all the courses fit
together in a comprehensive holistic process. To suit your personal preferences
there are two different pathways you can select to prepare you for the Gentle Touch
Practice of True-self Awakening.
I will share what the different modules are for:

For Spiritual Evolution and True Self Awakening
When you form a support group with some friends or New Awakening Community
please note that all the members of your community or support group will also need
a copy of this download. To avoid file alteration please ask them to download
their copy directly from our website. Thank you. Your download contains the
complete New Awakening Catalogue containing eight modules. Below I have listed
the three key group practices to hold when forming a support group.
Please be aware that the Gentle Touch Practice has a different approach to Spiritual
Awakening as it is a non-dual practice. This means you stop practicing spiritual
methods as ‘a person’. While you are resting in your True-Awareness Self, just
being, you allow the Presence of Love to transform your daily life experiences.

Your Download Contains
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

GENTLE TOUCH

Reiki Healing First Degree - Group Share
Meditation and Creating Abundance
Love and Relationships
Reiki Healing Second Degree
Sat Guru Sacred Mantra Practice - Group Practice
The Gateway to Enlightenment - Spiritual Laws
Reiki Master Teacher
Gentle Touch Practice - Group Practice

www.new-awakening.com
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For Your Spiritual Evolution - 1st pathway

This is a good option if you have just started on your spiritual journey or want to
enhance what you have already learnt. Because you are a unique human-being it is
important for you to start from where you are now and you will discover that as you
change using this process your desires will also change. Fundamentally everyone
wants to have a positive, happy fulfilling life, so this will be your starting point.
New Awakening Reiki Healing contains much more than what is normally taught in
the Western world. It is a Divine loving spiritual pathway to develop sensitivity, love
and compassion. This option also teaches Divine Wisdom through learning the
spiritual laws of life that govern our dualistic world. Learning this process will
prepare you for a beautiful True-self awakening to the oneness of existence as
taught in the Gentle Touch Practice.
I incarnated with this ancient mystical pathway within my soul body and it has been
part of my mission to revive these spiritual gateways which are alive with Divine
Presence that have been used by Masters for many centuries. You will discover that
this system contains much more than what is taught in most Western Reiki courses.
This is a beautiful process containing six professionally approved courses. You will
discover the presence of love when reading and listening to the audio tutorials as
this was written from the presence of divine love with compassion. This process is
complete in itself and is what many Reiki students and Masters in the world today
have studied.

The modules to study if you are attracted to this pathway are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reiki Healing First Degree
Reiki Healing Second Degree
Reiki Master Teacher
Meditation and Creating Abundance
Love and Relationships
The Gateway to Enlightenment - Spiritual Laws

If you enjoy sacred mantra chanting and are not drawn to Reiki you can take the
alternative pathway; the ‘Sat Guru Sacred Mantra Practice’. Both of these options
prepare you for the non-dual Gentle Touch True-self Awakening Practice.

GENTLE TOUCH
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For Your Spiritual Evolution - 2nd pathway

This practice is for those who enjoy chanting sacred mantras to express loving
devotion to their Divine. This is an alternative route to the New Awakening Reiki
option. Both routes will prepare you for the Gentle Touch Practice and both options
contain the two elements of Practice and Study.
This practice will bring more light to your aura thus creating more value on this planet
earth. To create a chakra awakening experience the sacred mantras have been
carefully selected from direct feedback of many Satsang circles. The mantras only
contain the original root Sanskrit words; all additional wording has been removed.
For your study element in preparing the mind with the spiritual laws of existence and
for your personal fulfilment this practice also contains the three courses in the
Seekers Guide.

The modules to study if you are attracted to this pathway are
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sat Guru Sacred Mantra Practice
Meditation and Creating Abundance
Love and Relationships
The Gateway to Enlightenment - Spiritual Laws

All pathways lead to your True-Self Awakening

You would want this option if you have some experience of spiritual practices and
meditation but are now wanting to discover your True-self. There is a complete
change of approach in the ‘Gentle Touch Practice’ to all other New Awakening
courses. You will be awakening the Divine presence within you which you will then
live from. This means that you ‘the person’ will stop all past spiritual practices or
meditation when in this new practice. Eventually the Presence will become very
strong and you will awaken to your True-self. It is a gentle process which is not
forced in anyway. Eventually your life becomes a no-person existence, living life
directly from your Pure Awareness Self in the Presence of Love.
GENTLE TOUCH
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New Awakening

What each course will do for you
When someone orders ‘The New Awakening Process’ they realise that there is a lot
of multimedia material in their download. I quite often get asked “How should I work
through the different courses” or “What course should I study and practice first” or “In
what order should I work through the different courses.”
I have provided this background help section for you so that you can gain a deeper
understanding about all the home study courses I have created for your personal
development and spiritual evolution.
Because you are a unique human-being it is important for you to start from where
you are now and you will discover that as you change your desires will also change.
Fundamentally everyone wants to have a positive, happy fulfilling life, so this will be
our starting point; stage one is for your personal fulfilment.

The following three courses have been created to achieve this
1. New Awakening Reiki Healing (mind - body - emotions - spirit)
The healing energy comes from unconditional love
which is a greater love than the love most people
experience between each other. This means that it
will unconditionally bring emotional comfort to you,
calm a busy mind and prepare your energy system for
something more to be experienced at your next stage
of development.
It is a spiritual foundation for
everything else you will ever want to do and
experience, it is beyond the mind.
At times we all experience illness, accidents or injuries. To be able to help heal
yourself at these times is an important self-empowerment gift. Having this talent is
also helpful when friends and family need help, physically and emotionally. You are
no longer helpless because you can now do something to help the people you care
about. It is this course that enables you to join or hold a New Awakening Reiki Share
Support Group.

GENTLE TOUCH
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2. Creating Abundance for The Excellent You (mind - desires)
You will develop a positive self image and learn how you
co-create with your inner Divine self to bring about the
goals and ambitions you desire within your life.
A fearful personality will only ever want to stay safe and live
life from the known. This person is limited in their
accomplishment by their inherited life conditioning and
patterning.
This course teaches you how to Meditate so you can learn to experience the alpha
state of mind. This is important because it is in this state of mind that you can reprogram unwanted patterns of behaviour and self-limiting-beliefs. You will learn how
to keep your mind in the now in a focused and mindful way. This course teaches
you how your mind becomes conditioned positively and negatively. Once you know
how your mind works then you have the power to change it, instead of it and social
conditioning controlling you.
I have added a bonus workshop in this course called ‘Creating Abundance’ which is
based upon DVDs like ‘the secret’. This module is about achieving the life of your
dreams. There is also has a section called ‘the key’ which will teach you how to
overcome and change the blocks that are preventing you for getting the things you
want in your life. From a spiritual perspective the Divine is beyond the known
therefore to develop a positive personality that can say, ‘Yes’ is the first step to full
spiritual awakening.

3. Love and Relationships (heart - emotions)
This course complements Creating Abundance and New
Awakening Reiki Healing where you will have discovered
how your mind works and the beauty of the loving healing
energy.
We all want to love and be loved, this course teaches you
emotional intelligence. You will learn the secret to creating
meaningful relationships with yourself and with others.
These three courses will create a positive personality who has the tools and skills to
achieve a life of their dreams, able heal and create positive loving relationships.
Every human being must want this?
GENTLE TOUCH
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Spiritual Laws and Sacred Mantras

The Spiritual Laws of Existence - The Universal Mind
The spiritual journey progresses when you have achieved your personal ambitions to
wanting to understand about a spiritual life and the universal mind or consciousness.
You will now want to learn more about the spiritual laws of existence. It is at this
point of evolution when you realise that you are not separate from others in the world
and become responsible for your own life’s experiences of good and bad instead of
blaming others for what happens to you. It is at this stage that your energy vibration
is creating value on the planet.

Four courses were created for your Soul Evolution
4. Sat Guru Sacred Mantra Practice
To create an awakening experience the sacred mantras
have been carefully selected from the direct feedback of
many Sacred mantra groups. The mantras only contain
the original root Sanskrit words; all additional wording has
been removed. Each mantra leads to the next therefore
the sequence is significant. The Indian Vedic masters
knew how to awaken the Divine aspect of each chakra,
which is what this CD will do for you.
Part One of the CD: Mantras 1-6 The journey begins with Ong Namo inviting the inner

Guru, the Divine Mind into the heart through the surrender of the ego (limited
conditioned personal mind to accepting not-knowing). In mantras 2-5 a going home
experience happens by moving down from the head to the heart chakra (Divine love
intelligence).
Part Two of the CD: Mantras 6-8 The journey in part 2 starts with Sita Ram inviting the

Divine into the heart. The heart has now been prepared for the dissolving of soul
illusions through embracing Shiva in mantras 7-8. The final step is to awaken the
inner Sat Guru ~ Brahma Nandam ~ Mantra 9.
You will use this CD to join or hold a sacred mantra singing group within a New
Awakening Support Group. This CD is a transformational experience to achieve
‘Freedom from the limited conditioned self’ so the soul radiates more divine light.
This is the key practice in soul evolution (option two) to prepare for your True-self
Awakening in the Gentle Touch Practice.
GENTLE TOUCH
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5. The Gateway to Enlightenment
This course contains a combination of all the
different past eastern mystical teachings regarding
how life works in accordance to the spiritual laws of
creation.
There is a comparison to quantum physics in a
simple form to show how science and eastern
mysticism have come to basically agree with each
other.

When you want spiritual bliss and unshakable happiness that are not based upon
personal circumstances then it is very helpful to learn the spiritual laws of creation.
This course will become the foundation to your enlightenment providing you answers
to seeking questions. This module is essential in awakening your higher mind
Spiritual Truths. When you are chanting the sacred mantra CD Sat Guru and
reading and listening to these truths you will transform your soul from illusion into
enlightenment. This course provides the spiritual wisdom foundation to The Gentle
Touch Practice.

6. New Awakening Reiki Second Degree
The New Awakening Reiki healing second degree
deepens your Reiki healing experience.
This
second stage of your spiritual development will
bring your awareness to the 3 spiritual bodies.
These three spiritual bodies are; the physical body
anchored in the base chakra, the emotional body of
love anchored in the heart chakra and the Divine
mind body anchored in the third eye chakra.
Sacred Mantras are used to awaken these aspects.
This is very profound to awaken this understanding through a direct experience. The
‘New Awakening Reiki Healing Second Degree’ forms the basis for the ‘Gentle Touch
Practice’.

GENTLE TOUCH
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7. New Awakening Reiki Master and Teacher
When the spiritual openings in the New Awakening
Reiki Second Degree have been established, the heart
chakra of the student can now fully open, radiating
Unconditional Love for all of mankind.
This final module in New Awakening Reiki Healing
completes the circle, whereby you learn the ability to
attune others to Reiki healing, helping them progress
on their unique spiritual journey.
The New Awakening Reiki Master Teacher is about attuning others. It is the oneness
energy of unconditional love which enables this to occur through the Divine chakra.

The four modules for Spiritual Evolution
The four courses above (modules 4-7) will start transforming your soul body to a
higher vibrational frequency or consciousness. For those on their spiritual journey
who want to leave no stone unturned the combination of these four courses create a
solid foundation for your life. This will make the final stage of awakening into living
life from a state of Divine love, very easy.
The other key point most people do not realise about learning spiritual practices is
that when you are living from your True-self your divine will be able to use much
more for your life’s experience. You will become a blessing to mankind without the
person trying to create value or having to practice anything at all.

GENTLE TOUCH
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The Final Stage is Spiritual Awakening
All the courses in the New Awakening Process are teachings from a past enlightened
master. The Gentle Touch Practice is the exception as it is rooted in Divine truth
from the universal enlightenment mind which manifested through Divine Grace in
2014, therefore it is a teaching not attached to a past interpretation.
The eternal truths are always the same however this age requires a modern
approach for the awakening of many human beings, not just a few individuals. It is
this which you now have the opportunity of practicing.

8. The Gentle Touch Practice
The Gentle Touch Practice is a modern practice
for awakening your true-self and living life from
a state of Divine love presence. It is in this
state that your soul-body will be transformed
into a state of enlightenment or True-Self. This
is the essential group practice for any New
Awakening community or support group.
The main difference at this stage of evolution is
that you are practicing to awaken the Divine
presence of universal love.
Once you have a direct experience of this then you give your daily life experience
(normally this is your past mind’s creation) to the conscious love presence to
transform and re-direct your life actions. Divine wisdom will arrive in a knowingness
as opposed to knowledge about what to do in essential life moments. This is an
advanced stage of spiritual evolution whereby you are being the unique you in your
true Divine-self; it is a mystical state of being.

GENTLE TOUCH
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Living from Love Background
There have been many books written by individuals who have reported
conversations with God or clairvoyants who have received information channelled
from other worldly spiritual beings’ communication. In most of these cases there is a
sort of question and answer process between the separate person and the spiritual
knower which results in guidance about specific things about life on this planet, life
after death etc; all of these books are fascinating and are very helpful in leading us to
take faith in some concept of a God.
The sacred teachings in ‘The Divine Message About You’ contained in the Gentle
Touch Practice are different as they reveal the truth about who we really are. It is the
right time in mankind’s evolution for these truths to be revealed to everyone on the
planet. It is these teachings that are at the core of every living being on the planet.
It is often said by many religions that The Truth will set you free. These eternal truths
have been revealed to you for this very purpose, to help set mankind free from the
limitation and illusion about what the human race for thousands of years has
collectively believed that it is.
When the ‘I’ drops back down from the mind into the oneness heart of Unconditional
Love and Pure Awareness we are the God-self. It is this we have to awaken in place
of our personal limited mind identity. It is not until a oneness of the human-being and
the Pure, Divine, Eternal Being (named God by many different faiths) is established
that mind illusion is removed. The good news is that this is within you right now.
The mind only identifies with life from its personal mind-body survival perspective
seeing life only in separation, me and the other. From this understanding God is left
out of the daily life creation process. The individual person’s desires for happiness to
be experienced becomes based upon a lessor consciousness within the mind and
the personal struggle begins. Unshakable happiness, love, peace and contentment
can only be found when you are resting within your heart centre.
The Gentle Touch Practice is about re-establishing Truth through direct experience.
By awakening the Divine Love Presence as a direct experience we will eventually
discover that we are all one with God and life will then be experienced in a new way.
The key to transformation lies in surrendering all of what we think we know and
connecting with God’s Love. Our beliefs and knowledge are limited and in most
peoples lives their mind is creating disharmony and therefore bringing about
unsatisfied desire resulting in their unhappiness. It is our minds that require
transformation from self-limiting beliefs and illusionary concepts about who we are.

GENTLE TOUCH
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The Gentle Touch Practice de-clutches the mind allowing the True-self Divine Love
Presence awakening to occur and illusion to be seen. When this happens a period
of gentle transformation occurs by living life in a new way. Your transformation
happens by staying with life’s present moment awareness in the now and allowing
the inner Divine Love Presence to transform that which is manifesting in your daily
life experience. This creates a new freedom. God is now looking after your life!
Of course these sacred truths have to be believed in to give them full power. More
importantly, a person reading these truths needs to personally realise them for
themselves as the unique human being that they are. The purpose of providing a
supporting ‘Gentle Touch’ practice is for those who wish to directly experience an
Awakening to Divine Love Presence through the light of Pure Awareness.
The golden pure awareness Divine consciousness has presented a bullet point
statement of sacred mind truths about who we really are. These truths are in the
book called ‘Gentle Touch Practice: The Divine Message About You’ which you can
buy or will receive in the Gentle Touch Practice download. There is no connection to
any religion because the universal truths you will read are the source of all religions.
You could say that this is a new starting point, however these sacred teachings are
eternally present so they have always existed at the core of every one of us; they are
the foundation source of all enlightenment throughout time. For example Christ was
not a Christian, Buddha was not a Buddhist, Guru Nanak was not a Sikh. What did
they awaken to? They were all enlightened to the same love and mind of God; the
same eternal consciousness where there is only ‘The One’ manifest within all forms.
You could then ask so why are there so many different religions in the world; the
cause of so many conflicts about correctness of ideology? This is very simple to
explain. It depends upon the differences of culture and the collective consciousness
of a group, or a nation of people as to how the Divine manifests spiritual teachings.
The interpretation within all religions of their enlightened source also tends to lose its
mystical awareness, as a more literal sharing according to the disciples mind’s
understanding of the Master’s Divine oneness love presence becomes a teaching.
This then becomes a religious text that is also open to editing by corrupt individuals.
The enlightened truth in these texts is often missed because the ordinary lower mind
is unable to understand it. By nature a person is at a certain soul stage of evolution;
their mind and soul is in a lower state of vibrational awareness consciousness than
that of the awakened enlightened Master; it is as if they cannot see the Master’s pure
light truth because they are filtering and limiting life's experience through wearing
coloured glasses (their soul mind).

GENTLE TOUCH
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Having said this there are many believers of different faiths and religions who gain
great Divine connection and receive miracles in their lives. The reason for this is in
their absolute FAITH in God or their Divine. It is this innocence and humility which
enables the mind to return home allowing the energy of the Divine to manifest. How
true it is when it is said that the humble or innocent will inherit the kingdom of God.
Today I am aware of living enlightened gurus and masters who talk about these
truths but they are very concerned not to provide any teachings for us to refer to,
because of this fact. This Book and practice has manifested in my life to help you.
In my case it was different. I did not set out to create this set of Divine truths or
communicate with God; they just spontaneously became a direct knowingness within
my mind. To give an example, using the analogy within the modern world, it would
be the same as a new software program being installed on your computer.
The sacred teachings revealed themselves to me around December 2014 over
several nights. I would go to bed about 11pm and then wake up feeling amazing,
refreshed and full of life with the room full of golden light, thinking that it was
morning, only to discover that it was only around 1am.
Then the download of the sacred teachings into my ordinary mind would start. My
mind at the time was not thinking as it was completely still and at peace, it was in this
golden state of pure awareness that I had a knowingness arise.
Looking at this a different way you could say I became one with what is eternally
existing in relation to where mankind's evolution is today.
Having an understanding of how sudden inspirations and knowingness can
disappear as quickly as they arrive, which happens as a result of the mind’s
consciousness falling into a lower limiting state of awareness, I quickly got out my
iPad rapidly typing away to capture what I had just received.
When the process had finished I started writing them up to create a new book to
share with the world ‘Gentle Touch Practice: The Divine Message About You’. The
awareness then guided me to also create a simple practice which people could
easily do to awaken these teachings within themselves.
After completing this new practice called ‘Gentle Touch’ the awareness then guided
me to form a community of people throughout the world who wished to live their lives
from unconditional love, living in the Divine presence of universal love. The amazing
thing about this new practice is that it is easy for anyone to do. Those who wish to
run a support group do not require any training because all the teachings and
attunements are included in the New Awakening Process download.

GENTLE TOUCH
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The Difference Between ‘Gentle Touch’ and all Religions
Traditional forms of meditation are actually practiced within all major religions,
although most people are not aware that they are actually meditating. To clarify this
truth I will share what the two main types of meditation consist of:1. The first type of meditation using your awareness deals with focusing the mind
upon a fixed object of worship.
2. The second type focuses the mind upon past changing experience; this is
achieved through analysis or reflection to gain insight into whether the past
experience is bringing happiness or suffering to yourself and others.
I would like to thank his Holiness the Dalai Lama for this explanation about the
meditation types as explained in his book about transforming the mind.
In most religions an object of worship is used plus a past enlightened master with a
sacred text containing beliefs and guides in which your life is to be ideally lived. This
is a bottom up approach in as much that you are to become something greater than
what you already are at some future time event, which can even be after death.
This approach tends to create a lot of suffering and feelings of guilt about yourself
through ‘not being’ that which you have been told you are to become. How can you,
a square peg, fit into this round hole? The other key point is that if you use the mind
to reflect upon your past behaviour how can you use this same mind that created
unhappiness to transform itself? You can’t, you require a Divine higher awareness to
do that. This is why this approach creates illusion about the truth of who you are.

The Gentle Touch approach brings instant Liberation
‘Gentle Touch’ has broken this tradition by presenting a new approach which states
that you are already perfectly enlightened right now, exactly as you are, because you
have everything within your life’s Divine heart and mind’s awareness right now to
experience your own full potential of unending love and unshakable happiness.
In Gentle Touch the two types of meditation mentioned above are still used, but in a
different way.
1. The first meditation practice of focusing the mind upon a fixed object is used to
awaken the Divine within. When the mind returns to the Divine heart you become
aware of the two oneness bodies of Divine Love and Divine Pure Awareness.
2. The second type of meditation of focusing the mind upon your life’s changing
experience is also used. The big difference is that you focus upon what is
happening 'Right Now' as opposed to reflecting upon your past experience using
analysis. When you do this you are staying in ‘The Now with the What is’
happening, which is the only place the Divine presence exists.

GENTLE TOUCH
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Gentle Touch states that the ‘right now’ is the past manifesting. Therefore your
interaction with the present moment becomes the seed for the future. This is how
the mystical concept of the past and the future being contained within the present
moment has come about. It is only when you are resting in the perfect centre of your
being that you fully experience a knowingness about this truth.
When you know this Truth it becomes obvious that if your past experience has
created the present moment then the only way to transform it is to cleanse it with a
higher consciousness, the pure unchanging love presence from your own inner
Divine self. There is no thinking or trying in this process, only the experience of love
presence and transformation; this is a natural experience after practising Gentle
Touch. As one member put it after practicing Gentle Touch at the group “Today I feel
like I am walking on air!”
Your true Divine self only exits in the present moment therefore staying with the
‘What is happening in the Present Moment’ becomes the practice to transform your
soul’s predominant vibration into a pure spiritual Divine state of consciousness.
You then enter into a process of rapid transformation by surrendering your life to your
inner presence of Divine Love. You activate the presence of your inner Divine love
through awareness upon it; the fixed object within your Gentle Touch practice.
Gentle Touch teaches that you are unique therefore your enlightenment is also
unique in accordance to your personality. This means your life’s uniqueness right
now is perfect, it is just like the key that fits the lock that it was made for.
It is found that this approach does not require a faith or belief in a past master or a
religious teaching because ‘Gentle Touch’ states that you are unique, therefore
nothing will fit you apart from your own life itself. It also sates that the living God
within your heart is you; it is your true-self at your core.
It is through awakening to this truth that transformation of your life occurs naturally
over a period of time, again this is unique to each human being. The only
requirement to achieve this state is to adjust your mind’s understanding of who you
are in terms of the ‘I’ and practice this new type of meditation/awareness to connect
to the presence of love that will transform your life.
There is total respect and appreciation in ‘Gentle Touch’ for all spiritual teachings and
religions in the world as they have provided a solid foundation for the final flowering
of mankind's evolution to occur; that of individual spiritual awakening eventually
bringing about the much desired peace and harmony on earth we are all seeking.
Please do not worry about understanding what I am saying. It is important to just
start practicing Gentle Touch or working through the modules in The New Awakening
Process. When you do this, in a natural unforced way over period of time you will
gain the direct spiritual experience to self-realise what is being said. This concept is
beyond the ordinary linear logical mind.
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Testimonials
What Others Say about
The New Awakening Reiki Healing Training

"THANKYOU THANKYOU THANKYOU Robert for your work in spreading the Reiki
Energy and Wisdom! I have bought your books and am listening to your audios.
Thankyou for sharing this awesome and life changing material....you can probably
tell I am a bit grateful...! I have already received attunements elsewhere and these
new energies are expanding my previous experiences enormously!!... Did I say
thank you!.... NAMASTE!" Kirtan Australia

I am so excited about continuing with 'The New Awakening Reiki Master
Teacher' training...
I am so excited about continuing with 'The New Awakening Reiki Master Spiritual
Teacher' training. I feel very different since the attunement, the only way to explain it
is I feel like a new person, and I have continued to feel better each day. The one
area of my life that seems to have changed a lot is organisation which I needed, and
to find time for myself, work is work and to be more efficient and happy with my work
I need time to myself to submerge in areas that interest me. I also really understand
the area of having to heal yourself before others a lot more. Actually I should have
mentioned to you also I did a treatment on Chloe my daughter and Jonathan my
partner, they had trouble with knees, my partner in particular was in quite a bit of
pain in the mornings, but it all seems to have gone and he hasn't complained once,
in fact he seems to be a lot happier all-round as well! And Chloe hasn't mentioned
any more pain either. Louisa from Cyprus completed Stage 1

New Era for Reiki with New Awakening Reiki Course
"Hi everyone! I have a quick blog today regarding Reiki training. I recently had the
pleasure to refresh my spirit and renew my commitment to teaching with The New
Awakening Reiki Healing Home Course offered by Robert Bourne. (There is also the
option to study personally with Robert) His courses are comprehensive yet easy to
learn, healing, affordable and perfect for novice and master alike. The books are
well written and clear. The Mp3’s and Videos help to fortify the learning experience
and allow you to use the course on your digital devices.
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Many of us have learned Reiki from an oral tradition here in the US, and it’s
enlightening to understand the full history and train through The New Awakening
Reiki Healing Course. If you’re drawn to learning more about Reiki (and if you’re
reading today’s blog you probably are), it’s history, and it’s new direction in this
exciting era of ascension, I highly encourage you go to Robert’s site and take a look
at this beautiful opportunity to learn about Reiki, receive the attunements, or continue
your professional education. Enjoy the beauty and grace that is your spirit. Reiki
Blessings!" Margaret Nock - Certified Professional Evidential Medium US

I love your video its very helpful .....
"I love your video its very helpful I have started doing Reiki, I am a Reiki master/
teacher but have learned more from you than my teacher, I did not have much
confidence in doing it after I qualified but this has now changed thanks to you, Thank
You" Vishnu India

As I read it I’m changing .....
“As I read it I’m changing – it’s wonderful. I now want to use the ‘Love &
Relationships’ material for the ‘Sufferers of Abuse’ support group that I run. The
courses are now making everything come alive in my Reiki Master practice and what
I have previously learnt in my assertive training. I had to phone you to say Thank
You.” Maria Williams - Reiki Master Teacher UK

Fantastic... I was skeptical about doing Reiki degrees this way....
"Fantastic... i was skeptical about doing Reiki degrees this way, but as long as you're
prepared to work through the information thoroughly, then everything is there that
you need to know at this level when used in conjunction with the MP3 audio
downloads and FREE video tutorials via the authors website... EXCELLENT"
Review on Amazon by Mrs E. M. Barker

It is great, I really appreciate your course...
"Today, I have finished the module 1 New Awakening Reiki Healing First Degree: Introduction to the seekers guide for new awakening - Reiki healing first degree - All
MP3 - All videos, I also did the self-attunement. I can tell you that I really appreciate
your course. I have begun to practice the exercises in the module 1. It is great. I
will continue this week with module 2. Have a nice day, Namaste" Jean-Marc
Canada (Studying the complete New Awakening Spiritual Process)
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I have some good news to share with you...
"I have some good news to share with you regarding some of the people I've been
treating recently with New Awakening Reiki. Someone has a lack of ferritin that
stores the iron in the body and doctors were afraid that she might have
hypothyroidism. She was taking iron injections and capsules for two weeks with no
good results. I suggested to treat her with Reiki for 3 continues days, three sessions
one hour each. After the Reiki sessions she had a new blood test. The blood test
results showed amazing results the ferritin level went up from 3.9 up to 35 in one
week, even the doctor was amazed, he did expect a slight increase but not that
much. This is one of the cases that makes me feel that I'm on the right pathway and
this is what I should do for more people to help them in any way that I can. I just
wanted to share this good news with you." New Awakening Reiki Practitioner United Arab Emirates

Experience after the Reiki Master Attunement
Experience after the Reiki Master Attunement: "That was awesome, I am blessed
with spontaneous Kundalini awakening, which I have been living with for 20 years or
so now and am very sensitive to energetic fields and shifts. I felt blessed, uplifted
and deeply expanded during your ceremony here. Thank you - OM" Blue Jay Press
Australia

Thank you very much for this video...
"Hello Robert, Thank you very much for this video. Like you said in the video: I'm
one of those persons that was attuned to Reiki 1 and doesn't have a couch at home.
During my Reiki 1 course I was taught how to treat on a couch, but not on a chair.
This evening I treated a person just like you did on this video and it worked
beautifully, even better than I could possibly hope for. The person could even feel
the presence of deceased relatives and was touched by one of them. This I found
quite astounding, I never experienced something like that before. But again: thank
you very much. I will use your method from now on. Kind regards, warm greetings".
Pascal Smit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

I found the books so inspiring ....
“I found the books so inspiring and after reading them I just wanted more of it. I had
to go on to listen to the CDs. What happened then was magical; the voice on the
CDs made it all come alive in me." Jenifer USA
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Robert was mindful and considerate of our individual Reiki traditions ...
“I decided to attend the whole of the New Awakening Spiritual Process, even though
I am a Master Teacher with 8 years experience, actively practicing, teaching and
hosting share days. I wanted to take this opportunity to add to my knowledge base
and to experience Robert’s format. What a wonderful learning opportunity it all
turned out to be, to experience first hand how Robert practices, teaches and attunes.
The last 2 days were a delightful mix of unravelling queries, gaining clarification and
with the Masters attunement so powerful and very moving. All the while Robert was
mindful and considerate of our individual Reiki traditions and it’s great to know that
we can continue to work in our existing way whilst embracing all that comes with the
New Awakening Spiritual Process.” Sue Aston-Green ~ Reiki Master Teacher UK

I just wanted to tell you how much I enjoyed the workshop ....
"Hi Robert. I just wanted to tell you how much I enjoyed the workshop last weekend.
I found the course very interesting and inspiring ~ and the meditations and
attunement have helped me immensely. I find it so much easier to relax and tune in
to myself/spirit and recover from 'the outside world' after a busy day at work. It was
lovely to meet someone who is so in tune with life/spirit/universal energy, etc." John
UK experienced the module on Love and Relationships

Thank you so much for your friendship and support ....
"Dear Robert, Thank you so much for your friendship and support. The courses in
The Seekers Guide for a New Awakening are superb and I am getting so much out
of reading them. The Love and Relationships material is excellent!" Lots of Love
Kate UK ~ Reiki Master Teacher

Thank you for being a great source of support and encouragement ....
"Dear Robert, Thank you for being a great source of support and encouragement
over the last year. The excellent courses I have taken have enabled me to make
some major life changes: boosting my confidence and helping me through a difficult
personal period in my life. After healing myself I am now able to offer my healing
services to help others. I can honestly say that the feeling of Love is overwhelming."
Love and Light Sandra UK
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It's so inspiring being with you...
"Hi Robert, Thank you so much for today. I'm really excited about all this again, it's
so inspiring being with you. Once again many thanks for today, it was great." Love
and Light Keith ~ Reiki Master Teacher UK

I feel I channel Reiki much more strongly than before ....
“I found the New Awakening Spiritual Process very effective and uplifting. It was
structured yet informal, with plenty of opportunity for me to bounce ideas about. I
worked with Reiki in a way I had never done before, really experiencing the energies,
and since then I feel I channel Reiki much more strongly than before. I came away
from the two days full of enthusiasm and excitement for the future, and I am now
looking forward to fulfilling my spiritual role in helping others feel the same.” Kathy
Nicholson UK ~ Reiki Master Teacher

I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to you ....
"I would like to express my heartfelt thanks to you for the work you are doing in
making Reiki accessible to the world by flowing naturally with the stream of what
your heart feels is right for our times. Your multi-media course is an excellent
learning tool not only for those who wish to learn Reiki, but it also integrally imparts a
solid foundation in helping people develop spiritually. Much of the material in The
Seekers Guide for example, is familiar and used by me in my healing work as a
Holistic Healing Practitioner, Spiritual Counsellor, Spiritual Life Coach and Soul Plan
Reader. I have already recommended your course to people and sincerely wish you
abundant success always. Namaste" ~ Janice Trachtman ~ Reiki Master - London

Book Reviews taken from Amazon
Reiki Master and Teacher Teacher Handbook is Mink Minding's (USA) "My Favorite
Spirituality Book"
Connor James (USA) says "Reiki Healing Second Degree is essential Reiki
Spirituality reading!"
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Comments posted on my YouTube channel about the FREE videos
After experiencing the Reiki Master Distant Attunement. "That felt *remarkable*,
thank you! I am a Level III Usui Reiki teacher and healer, light warrior, and all around
good girl" ~ YouTube Bononcausak USA
"I got to get my Father in Law here, he would love your tips. You communicate really
clearly. Keep up the great work." by LW Reiki Master Teacher, Glastonbury, UK
"Love your channel! It spreads love!
Greece

May peace surround you!" by Thalouskos,

"This is a great channel!! Love and light to you." Jacque and April UK
"Very beautifully done videos, great work! Thank you for your contribution to Reiki!
Namaste." by Cyndy USA
"Thanks for spreading universal love my friend. I appreciate the light you shine." by
Ben USA
"Awesome channel! Glad to have found you. Thanks for sharing." by Lis USA
“Thank you so much for your great talents. I find your videos so relaxing and
informative. They are so enjoyable to watch." Rob Tully Canada
"The most awesome Reiki training course ever seen by me. Recommend it to
anyone thinking of following the path of the New Awakening Reiki. Namaste. Thank
you Robert." Mr D Dalton UK
"Sir I am really give my thanks to you that I have Reiki Master from you and now I
have attuned a number of people, and they are getting amazing results in healing
their diseases and their daily life problems." Usman Ghani Pakistan
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Experience about 'Awakening into Oneness' through the 'New Awakening
Reiki 2nd Degree'
Namaste Master, Love and light always
I am sending you my experience after completing the training you provided me........
Cho-Ku-Rei is very strong and bolder by nature. Earth related and gives a secure
feeling. I felt it a little above my brow chakra in Red plus white light.
Sei-Hei-Ki is light, subtle and soft by nature. I could see myself inside an extremely
huge crystal filled with star like space and I became one with it. My feelings were
very neutral and light.
Hon-Sha-Ze-Sho-Nen is deep and stronger by nature filled with bliss. When I was
inside that lovely symbol, I could see inside me all 5 elements (water, fire, air, space
and earth) plus bright light. I heard my own voice that everything (creation) is Inside
me and I am in everything; I felt one with all.
Sudden joy filled bliss exploded throughout my body and filled my consciousness….
Suddenly Cho-Ku-Rei was on my foot and Sei-Hei-Ki was on my heart and Hon-ShaZe-Sho-Nen was over my crown. All three energies and symbols aligned in single
line and became a lovely light. This gave me a feeling that can't be explained by
words. I felt very merciful to all. Then I saw an outline with lovely blue around me
(already light body) surrounded by extremely huge light body similar like mine. I felt
that I belong to that and became one with that huge light! I also knew that the light is
me and everything around became white. Although I was inside my home I was not
able to see the walls..... instead I saw a huge white space. I then felt all three
symbols are one but each one has a different role according to our needs and that
they also teach us.
After this meditation.... I felt very energetic! This what I felt about those three(one)
energy body. I understood what oneness is now. You and me and all are not
different, but ONE and the same with the higher self.
Thanks Master! Love you very much, Sreenikanth - Bangaluru, India
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Testimonial by Elizabeth about the New phenomena of a Golden Ray Transfer
Background: Elizabeth had completed her Reiki Masters with Robert in 2007 and
was studying the Gateway to Enlightenment a course for Divine wisdom found in the
book 'The Seekers Guide for a New Awakening'. Mary had received training in the
New Awakening Spiritual Process at the stage of the golden ray oneness
attunement. They were both taking part in a Reiki friendship sharing day and this is
what they experienced:
"We held our Friendship Day on Sunday 20th July 2008 and although the group was
small, only 4 people, we had a very interesting spiritual phenomena occur! We split
into two groups of one on one healing, Mary teamed up with Elizabeth this is what
happened.
Elizabeth received a direct transmission of a Golden energy that caused her whole
body to shake. Mary was guided to place her hand over the heart chakra and the
base chakra like chakra balancing about 10-12 ins off the body. Mary experienced a
different type of energy transfer from Reiki - its quality was stronger and had a
feeling of being more solid.
Elizabeth reported a beautiful inner awakening connection of a golden energy that
she could recall with her intention whenever she wanted it. When she did all her
hairs stood on end. I am waiting to speak with her today to discover any more news.
To me it looks like the transfer of 'The Golden Divine Wisdom Ray', the awakening of
the inner dweller - the guru within."
We have heard from Elizabeth the following day and she has been 'walking on air' all
day. She was walking around Exeter with her daughter who has Reiki II and her
daughter experienced severe pain in her legs which is an ongoing problem that
Elizabeth has tried unsuccessfully to treat with Reiki before. They sat in the car and
Elizabeth put her hand on her daughter's knee and very quickly her daughter was
able to walk easily again. Sounds like a miracle out of the Bible. The other thing
that Elizabeth reported was that her Reiki healing has deepened and strengthened
and her distant healing is much stronger.
We are all delighted with what has happened since deepening our Reiki training
through the New Awakening Spiritual Process. Mary and Elizabeth Reiki Master
Teachers UK
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What others say about their
Experience of Chanting Sacred Mantras
What happened at a Sacred Mantra Group Event
Thank you for a wonderfully uplifting evening Robert. We all very much enjoyed the
vibrant energy activated by the Satsang. Looking forward to the next event.
Aloha - Lin Lovel - Spiritual Teacher Plymouth
Thankyou Thankyou Thankyou....it was a lovely time and a pleasure to finally meet
you at Lin's tonight - Gina

How to Feel Blissed out without taking Drugs or Drinking Alcohol!!!
The feeling after singing two mantras is just like when you have had a few drinks and
feel lovely and light headed - wow this is great feeling high without feeling drunk and
its FREE!!! Jane and Donna Plymouth

Freedom from the Conditioned Self - from the Egoic Personality
My mind feels like an empty space - there is no thinking there this is really great to
feel so much freedom. Max

What happens in an individual one-to-one Sacred Mantra Session
“Hi Robert. I just want to thank you for the wonderful day. I now feel really really
good! I am sorry if I talked too much but I ended up really enjoying the Satsang
mantras and your help in getting me there. For the first time I let my guard down that
I have been keeping up for a long time. The feeling I experienced was like a
beautiful nothingness but knowing that there is something there. Thank you for that.
But enough talk as it is just good to feel the peace.” Ana Portugal

Returning to your True Self
"Wow it is amazing it feels just like going home! I can't believe where the last two
hours have gone!" Sally Yoga Teacher
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Gentle Touch Practitioner’s Experiences
Gentle Touch is now being practiced in the UK
throughout Europe, USA and Australia
"I am just very grateful that you have done all the hard work to bring something this
exciting for everyone to use in such a simplistic and easy way. Just a short note to
say that I finally finished reading all the knowledge in The Divine Message in Gentle
Touch Practice - It's BRILLIANT! You have managed to put everything together in
such a simple and succinct manner, that it all reads easily and beautifully." Corinna
UK - June 2015
"Thank you! I have recently felt more expanded and have more clarity in my work
since reading your materials and listening to the audios. After studying the learning
material you came to me on the astral and sent me a golden ball of light. You are
also teaching us on the astral side as well, although I can't remember the exact
teaching, but it's in there somewhere and will come up when needed, so thank you
for the extra class ✨ Blessings of light." Margaret US Feb 2015
"I started the practice last Sunday and weirdly enough I had a dream that evening in
which I was chanting and holding my hands above my head and got the most
incredible tingling sensation in my hands and down through my crown chakra???
Yesterday I did my chanting in the car as I drove up a fabulous stretch of
countryside. I just love the words and what they represent and the fact that it works
towards helping everything that is connected to me as well as me.” Corinna UK June 2015
"I am so so so full of love at this moment to be a part of Gentle Touch. I have started
reading the 'About Gentle Touch pdf and i am already in tears. I want to express
how grateful I am that you have given me this opportunity for your Gift of Love and
transformation to earth. I honestly cant find the words to express my gratitude. I feel
the compassion, the love, the giving of everything you are. You inspire me so much!
I feel an overwhelming sense of Love by you! Thank you! I bow down to you in your
efforts to help transform and help others find the love and peace that you have. I am
eager to continue learning from such a great influence of Love and Light. I am truly
blessed by your presence. In love." Adriana US Feb 2015
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"Thank-you for the meeting last night, it was enlightening and very helpful. I'm
amazed how different I feel today, very positive, confident and calm - almost a
different person! The extra energy you gave us must have really helped too. I look
forward to seeing you next week." Gentle Touch Group Meeting ~ Angela UK - Oct
2015
I deeply appreciate your connection and wisdom earlier, Robert. Thank you. I
thought it was an excellent session. The connection was powerful: Golden light
flashed on an off - quite dazzling, even with my eyes closed, as if the sun was
shining through the window then hiding behind a cloud for a few seconds before
repeating the process. I had to open my eyes to check what was going on! My
witness now feels much larger, more prominent and more accessible. I will maintain
and nurture my connection with the divine presence as much as possible, work on
my appreciation and see if that opens my heart. I look forward immensely to our
next session. Ian France - Sept 2015
"I just wanted to share something with you. Yesterday, when I was getting ready to
go out for the day, I was gazing out of the velux window in the bathroom and looking
at the clouds. All of a sudden I saw the shape of what looked liked a foetus in white
cloud and then as I looked behind it there was another foetus-shaped cloud
cocooned around the first and then to my amazement, there was a dark, rain cloud
behind that one, also in the shape of a larger foetus. Behind these clouds was the
sun and I could see golden light above the heads of these shapes but in addition to
that, there was a rainbow coloured light above the golden light. As the clouds
continued moving, the first foetus sank back into the second one, which in turn, sank
back into the dark foetus.
What came to mind was, The Three Bodies and that the light bodies had sunk into
the denser, physical body. The sun shining above them seemed like the crown
chakra, and the rainbow light being the rainbow chakra bodies. Anyway, it seemed
very significant to the point where I felt compelled to share this with you as I felt that
you would understand. Something is happening! Lots of Love." Corinna UK - July
2015
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